Abstract. Planar functions over finite fields give rise to finite projective planes and other combinatorial objects. They exist only in odd characteristic, but recently Zhou introduced an even characteristic analogue which has similar applications. In this paper we determine all planar functions on F q of the form c → ac t , where q is a power of 2, t is an integer with 0 < t ≤ q 1/4 , and a ∈ F * q . This settles and sharpens a conjecture of Schmidt and Zhou.
Introduction
Let q = p r where p is prime and r is a positive integer. If p is odd then a planar function is a function f : F q → F q such that, for every b ∈ F * q , the function c → f (c + b) − f (c) is a bijection on F q . Planar functions have been used to construct finite projective planes [4] , relative difference sets [6] , error-correcting codes [3] , and S-boxes in block ciphers which are optimally resistant to differential cryptanalysis [11] .
If p = 2 then there are no functions f : F q → F q satisfying the defining property of a planar function, since 0 and b have the same image as one another under the map c → f (c + b) − f (c). Recently Zhou [15] introduced a characteristic 2 analogue of planar functions, which have the same types of applications as do odd-characteristic planar functions. These will be the focus of the present paper. If p = 2, we say that a function f : F q → F q is planar if, for every b ∈ F * q , the function c → f (c + b) + f (c) + bc is a bijection on F q . Schmidt and Zhou showed that any function satisfying this definition can be used to produce a relative difference set with parameters (q, q, q, 1), a finite projective plane, and certain codes with unusual properties [13, 15] . In what follows, whenever we refer to a planar function in characteristic 2, we mean a function satisfying Zhou's definition. We will make progress towards a classification of planar polynomials in characteristic 2. All known planar functions in characteristic 2 have the form c → f (c) where f (X) ∈ F q [X] is a polynomial in which the degree of every term is the sum of at most two powers of 2 [12, 13, 15] . Our main result describes all planar monomials of degree at most q 1/4 : Theorem 1.1. Let t be a positive integer such that t 4 ≤ 2 r , and let a be any element of F * 2 r . The function c → ac t is planar on F 2 r if and only if t is a power of 2.
When t is odd, this result strengthens the main result of [13] , which required c → ac t to be planar on infinitely many finite extensions of F 2 r . In case t is even, Schmidt and Zhou have conjectured that if c → ac t is planar on infinitely many finite extensions of F 2 r then t must be a power of 2 [13, Conj. 10] . Theorem 1.1 settles and sharpens this conjecture, and gives a simpler proof of their result for odd t.
In the recent paper [17] , the second author proved an analogue of Theorem 1.1 over finite fields of odd cardinality. However, in light of the subtle difference between the definitions of planarity in odd and even characteristics, the arguments in the odd characteristic proof are irrelevant here, and vice-versa. We also remark that our proof is completely different from the proof of the weaker version of the "odd t" case of Theorem 1.1 proved in [13] , which involved a 14-page computation of the shapes of singularities of certain curves.
Our proof of Theorem 1.1 relies on a version of Weil's bound for singular plane curves. We apply Weil's bound to a carefully constructed auxiliary curve C which by construction has few F q -rational points. In order to apply Weil's bound, we must first show that C is irreducible over the algebraic closure of F q . We will show that, due to the specific form of the map c → ac t , this irreducibility can be deduced from a generalization of Capelli's 1898 result about irreducibility of binomials [2] . We also sketch an alternate proof which, instead of Capelli's result, uses Lorenzini's theorem about the number of irreducible translates of a bivariate polynomial [10] .
The main result
Our proof relies on a version of Weil's bound for (possibly singular) affine plane curves. Write F q for a fixed algebraic closure of F q .
Remark. 
. The next attempt was [5, Thm. 4.9], which was based on the mistaken notion that the number of points on a singular projective curve is no bigger than the number of degree-one places in its function field (a counterexample is Proof of Theorem 1.1. If t is a power of 2 then c → ac t is planar on F q for every (even) q and every a ∈ F * q , since a(X + b) t + aX t + bX = ab t + bX is a degree-one polynomial (and hence is bijective on F q ) for every b ∈ F * q . Henceforth assume that t is a positive integer which is not a power of 2, so t ≥ 3. Let r be a positive integer such that t 4 ≤ 2 r , and put q := 2 r . Pick a ∈ F * q , and suppose that the function c → ac t is planar on F q . This means that c → a(c + b) t + ac t + bc is bijective on F q for every b ∈ F * q . Upon composing on the right with c → bc and on the left with c → b −t c, it follows that c → a((c + 1)
Let N be the number of pairs (c, b) of elements of F q such that H(c, b) = 0. Note that if H(c, b) = 0 for c, b ∈ F q , then f (c, b) = f (0, b), so either c = 0 or b = 0. Since t is not a power of 2, both H(X, 0) and H(0, Y ) are nonzero univariate polynomials of degree at most t − 2; therefore each of these polynomials has at most t − 2 roots, so that N ≤ 2(t − 2).
Below we show that H(X, Y ) is absolutely irreducible, so by Lemma 2.2 we have N ≤ q + 1 − (t − 3)(t − 4) √ q − (t − 2). Since q ≥ t 4 and t ≥ 3, we compute 
is an ℓ-th power. Write t = 2 m o with o odd. Recall that t is not a power of 2, so o ≥ 3. By taking the derivative we see that (X + 1)
o + X o + 1 has simple roots 0 and 1. Thus the multiplicities of 0 and 1 of
are 2 m − 1 and 2 m , respectively. So ℓ divides 2 m and 2 m − 1 (also in case m = 0), a contradiction.
Remark. The above proof yields the conclusion of Theorem 1.1 under a slightly weaker hypothesis than t 4 ≤ 2 r , namely that 2 r/2 > t 2 − 7t + 12 + 6t − 14 (t − 2) √ t 2 − 10t + 29 + t 2 − 7t + 12 .
Remark. A different approach to proving Theorem 1.1 relies on the auxiliary polynomial H(X, Y ) = ((X + 1) t + X t + (Y + 1) t + Y t )/(X + Y ). As above, if c → ac t is planar then H(X, Y ) + b t−2 /a cannot be absolutely irreducible for any b ∈ F * q . By a result of Lorenzini's [10] , it follows that H(X, Y ) = F (G(X, Y )) for some F ∈ F q [X] and G ∈ F q [X, Y ] with deg(F ) > 1. Then a short argument implies that t is the sum of two powers of 2. However, under this approach the case that t is the sum of two powers of 2 requires more work.
